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As described in William Julius Wilson’s foreword, “The Segregated Scholars
profiles fifteen notable black sociologists, economists, and historians who became
social scientists between 1890 and 1935, and reveals how they committed
themselves to studying the labor and economic inequalities of black workers during
a difficult period in the history of American race relations” (p. vii). The “segregated
scholars” metaphor is designed to characterize a pattern of systemic exclusion from
mainstream educational, professional, and public policy venues experienced by this
group of path-breaking scholar–activists. Black Labor Studies, as conceptualized by
Francille Rusan Wilson, is a wide-ranging enterprise that encompasses research
conducted by formally trained economists, sociologists, and historians, as well as
field research conducted by volunteers and intervention programs operated by social
workers and community activists.

This meticulously researched monograph presents a wide variety of new insights
into the lives and contributions of both well- and lesser-known figures (W. E. B. Du
Bois, Carter G. Woodson, Robert Wright, Jr., George Edmund Haynes, Charles H.
Wesley, Charles S. Johnson, Abram L. Harris, Ira De A. Reid, Lorenzo J. Greene,
Robert Weaver, Gertrude E. J. McDougald (Ayer), Helen Brooks Irvin, Emma J.
Shields Penn, Elizabeth Ross Haynes, and Sadie Tanner Mossell Alexander).
Intellectual biographies of Alexander, Harris, Haynes, and Weaver have been
previously presented in A Different Vision, Volume One (Boston 1997).

The study documents in detail how non-traditional educational programs,
networking, and mentoring enabled the “segregated scholars” to survive, produce
solid research, and aggressively promote public policies intended to enhance the
status of black workers. Some obtained degrees through correspondence courses and
summer session attendance at the University of Chicago, catalyzing the introduction
of sociology “into the curriculums of segregated colleges and preparatory schools
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before sociology courses were offered in white southern universities” (p. 44). Du
Bois, of course, is the foundational figure in this narrative and his vision “shaped
and defined how the federal government would examine black workers before the
Great Migration” (p. 22). However, Du Bois was unable to secure continuing
funding for his research leading to the demise of the Atlanta Conferences. R. R.
Wright Jr. and George Edmund Haynes, described as disciples of Du Bois, “began to
create programs that would institutionalize the process of producing black social
scientists, thereby ensuring a subsequent generation of black labor scholars” (p. 42).

Unfortunately, black women did not benefit equitably from participation in this
network. Wilson observes that black women played central roles in the first of the
two Atlanta Conferences, but their subsequent participation was largely limited to
the annual “Mothers meeting.” She asserts that this gender segregation both stymied
development of black women social scientists and diminished the volume of
scholarship that appropriately addressed gender dynamics and disparate participation
labor market participation patterns and outcomes. The gendering of research also
significantly affected the theoretical frameworks used to examine the status of black
workers. Wilson declares that “it is impossible to calculate today how scholarly
views of the Great Migration would have been enriched by more attention to gender
and work that black women social scientists tried, against the odds, to present”
(p. 213). By the end of the 1920s, theoretical and methodological differences among
black labor scholars widened in the context of “political debates on class and race
consciousness” (p. 158). This growing disintegration of research foci further
diminished attention on issues of gender. In Wilson’s words, “As black labor
scholars’ ideological rifts widened considerably over solutions to problems of
unemployment and poverty during the 1930s and 1940s, there was not a body of
scholarship that considered black women workers’ situation, although their
economic contribution to their families and communities was far greater than their
white counterparts” (p. 213).

Only one of the five major monographs produced between 1927 and 1931
focusing on black workers was authored by an economist—The Black Worker (Spero
and Harris 1931). This observation is relevant to Wilson’s discussion of how early
prominent figures in the American Economic Association (AEA) undermined the
efforts of the segregated scholars. Relying extensively on the research of Mark
Aldrich (1979) and Robert Cherry (1976), she focuses primary attention on the
earlier struggle between Du Bois and Walter Willcox, a professor of economics at
Cornell University between 1891 and 1931, and Chairman of the Committee
established by the AEA to investigate the “Condition of the Negro.” Wilson’s
analysis of this conflict could have benefited significantly from integrating elements
of William Darity’s deconstruction of Willcox’s role as one of the major proponents
of the “Black Disappearance Hypothesis” (Darity 1994). This hypothesis held that
genetic deficiencies rendered Blacks unsuitable for survival in an industrial society
and that no justifiable government policy could alter this trajectory. Darity maintains
that “there were no intellectual defenders of ‘the Negro’ among the economists” and
that “only W. E. B. Du Bois contested the Willcox School’s hegemony on matters of
race in America” (Darity 1994; p. 61). According to Darity, although Abram Harris
“wrote extensively on race relations in the US, his work never addressed the content
of the early AEA economists on ‘the Negro problem’” (Darity 1994; p. 61). Thus,
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the segregated scholars were largely disengaged from a major debate that would
dramatically affect the long-term trajectory of research by economists focusing on
Black Americans as the dead weight of the “Black Disappearance Hypothesis”
would frustrate efforts to promote public policies designed to improve the
circumstances of black workers for the next several decades.

Darity concludes that “there was a hiatus in published work on ‘the Negro
Problem’ in economics journals after 1910 or so, not reversed until the late 1950s
with the acceleration of the civil rights movement” (Darity 1994; p. 61). In addition,
my review of the notes in the original 1957 version of Gary Becker’s, The
Economics of Discrimination, which has shaped much of the economics research
examining the factors influencing the status of black workers, uncovered only three
minor references to the work of black scholars, i.e., Oliver Cox (Becker 1957; p.13);
Robert Weaver (Becker 1957; p. 59), and W. E. B. Du Bois (Becker 1957; p. 73).
Ironically, Wilson informs the readers that Weaver began to feel “he was becoming
more of a sociologist than an economist” in the 1950s as he focused on housing and
other urban problems (p. 251).

In the policy arena, the discussions of George Edmund Haynes’s tenure with the
Division of Negro Economics (DNE) during World War I, and the efforts of Robert
Weaver and John P. Davis under the auspices of the Negro Industrial League (NIL)
and the Joint Committee on Economic Recovery (JCER) during the Great
Depression, are especially insightful. Prior to being named Director of the DNE in
1918, Haynes served concurrently as a National Urban League (NUL) administrator
and chair of the Social Science Department at Fisk University. He took a leave of
absence from this latter position to assume the DNE Directorship. In this role
Haynes was charged with advising “the Secretary and the directors and chiefs of the
several bureaus and divisions of the department on matters relating to Negro wage
earners, and to outline and promote plans for greater cooperation between Negro
wage earners, white employers, and white workers in agriculture and industry”
(Haynes 1921, p. 12).

Although funding to maintain the DNE after the War was denied by Congress, the
initiative left an important legacy. Wilson points out that “Haynes’s black staff of
state supervisors of the Division of Negro Economics gave one dozen black men an
unprecedented professional opportunity to work together on a collective task within
the federal government, and many became executives in social work agencies after
the war” (p. 132). Wilson also raises the issue of whether a permanent DNE would
have advanced the cause of black workers and concludes that “while having federal
bureau status may have given a select few black social scientists and social workers
an opportunity to press forward with moderate reforms, the DNE would not have
provided a panacea for the most serious ills of black workers” (p. 133).

Robert Weaver and John P. Davis formed the NIL in response to fears that the
summer 1933 hearings on the Code of Fair Compensation under the National
Recovery Act to set wage scales for industries and occupations would result in
widespread discrimination against black workers, particularly those in the South. As
described by Wilson, “by 1933 they had testified at four hearings on proposed wages
and hours for the textiles, coal, lumber, and timber industries” (p. 236). This
initiative morphed into the JCER with Nannie Helen Burroughs serving as treasurer
and “by 1934 the JCER board was composed of twenty-four organizations: black
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denominations, fraternal organizations such as the Elks, and interracial groups, such
as the colored YWCA and the NAACP,” but excluding the NUL (p. 240). Despite
the success of this venture in forestalling federally endorsed discriminatory
conditions of employment, the JCER was unable to lobby successfully for the
appointment of either Abram Harris or A. Phillip Randolph to the Labor Advisory
Board of National Recovery Administration, although this initiative did provide an
entrée into public service for Robert Weaver. Wilson relates that “the JCER’s
inability to pay Robert Weaver helped to set the stage for his accepting a federal
government position in late 1933, in which he sometimes clashed with his former
associates” (pp. 240–1).

Wilson’s overall assessment of the legacy of the “segregated scholars” is that
“they developed a solid, objective body of research on black workers and black life,
creating studies that have become standards by which others measure their own
efforts [and]… left a model of black scholars as activists and reformers committed to
creating a society that has racial justice and economic equity” (p. 253). This
assessment is offered in the context of her lament about the subsequent dearth of
scholarship examining the circumstances of black workers: “Although more black
men and women became social scientists than ever before in the 1940s and 1950s,
studies on black workers declined dramatically. Fifty years of black social science
research, collective action, and increasingly contentious programs on black workers
drew to an end in Robert Weaver’s study Negro Labor: A National Problem”
(p. 250). In searching for reasons for this research lacuna, Wilson highlights the lack
of research facilities, the failure to emphasize research at black colleges, the
influence of the Civil Rights Movement, and resistance among some black graduate
students to study black people.

The constituency of the Review of Black Political Economy (RBPE) could benefit
greatly from a close reading of this study, in part, because it provides an excellent
benchmark for assessing the current status of research examining black workers and
the overall economic status of Blacks, as well as the impact of black economists and
other social scientists on research and policy development. Clear evidence exists
of the resurgence of interest in various topics related to black workers described by
Wilson. To illustrate, there are at least two relatively recent monographs edited
by economists that can be interpreted as extensions of the Black Labor Studies
tradition—African Americans and Post-Industrial Labor Markets (Stewart 1997)
and African Americans, Labor and Society, Organizing for a New Agenda (Mason
2001). Moreover, there are also a variety of monographs spanning the disciplines of
Economics, History and Sociology, which serve as partial correctives for the
historical lack of attentiveness to gender issues. Representative titles include Labor
of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and Family From Slavery to
Freedom (Jones 1985); Slipping Through the Cracks: The Status of Black Women
(Simms and Malveaux 1986); and Black Women in White: Racial Conflict and
Cooperation in the Nursing Profession, 1890–1950 (Hine 1989).

In many respects the Review of Black Political Economy has taken up the role of
primary publication outlet for black researchers formerly assumed by periodicals
such as the NUL’s Opportunity journal for the segregated scholars. At the same, time
black researchers now have access to mainstream journals unlike their historical
counterparts. However, contemporary publication patterns associated with research
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examining economic discrimination suggest that the tradition of segregated
scholarship may still be alive and well. Research by Patrick Mason, Sam Myers,
and William Darity indicates that a tension exists between researchers subscribing to
“discrimination” theories and those advocating “deficiency” explanations of racial
inequality (Mason et al. 2005). Although black researchers are represented in both
the discrimination and the deficiency explanation research networks, the authors find
a significant positive relationship between being a black author and reporting racial
discrimination. At the same time, the likelihood of publication of studies finding
discrimination has been declining over time. Given this trend, the role of the RBPE
is especially critical for extending the Black Labor Studies tradition. Mason et al.
(2005) find that black authors account for 50% of articles published in the RBPE, but
only 13% of articles in other journals and that black authors are significantly less
likely to have their work cited. Given the declining likelihood that research
concluding that discrimination remains a significant problem facing black workers, it
is likely that black researchers and their non-Black allies will gravitate even more
overtly toward what are perceived as hospitable publication outlets like the RBPE
(Stewart 2005).

Wilson’s discussion of the use of non-traditional educational programs and the
heavy reliance on historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) to produce
successive cohorts of black social scientists provides a useful framework for
evaluating current efforts to increase the supply of black economists. The continuing
relevance of this issue has been signaled, for example, by ongoing dialogue among
the RBPE constituency about the limited presence of black economists at major
traditionally white institutions and the special role of HBCUs in examining issues of
economic inequality. In addition, the recent assessment of the effectiveness of the
AEA Summer program and the recent controversy surrounding the AEA’s
Affirmative action statement further underscore the continuing resonance of the
issues framed by Wilson.

The analysis of the NIL and JCER raises interesting questions about how
contemporary black economists can best collectively impact public policy.
Specifically, this discussion provides an appropriate context for understanding the
significance of the now defunct Black Economic Research Center and for evaluating
the extent to which contemporary independent and university-affiliated research
institutes are capable of affecting policy in a manner paralleling that achieved by the
NIL and JCER. The importance of this issue is magnified by the self-imposed
limitations of the National Economic Association as a collective voice on policy
issues.

It can be argued that the erosion of a consensus regarding how to conduct
research on black workers that Wilson dates to the late 1920s and early 1930s
continues to exact a toll on efforts by the contemporary counterparts of the
“segregated scholars” to influence the trajectory of scholarship about the economic
status of African Americans. The expanding heterogeneity of research interests and
perspectives is illustrated starkly by the titles of two recent edited volumes, i.e.
Leading Issues in Black Political Economy (Boston 2002) and African Americans in
the US Economy (Conrad et al. 2005). Fortunately, however, there is an emergent
movement to establish a new subfield termed “Stratification Economics” that may
serve as a catalyst for a more focused research agenda (Darity 2005). Within
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Stratification Economics special attention is directed to the role of racial and caste
distinctions and similar group affiliations in producing and perpetuating income and
wealth inequality through structural and intentional processes that concurrently
generate social hierarchies (Darity et al. 2006). Racial identity as a produced form of
individual and group property that has both income and wealth-generating
characteristics and whose supply and demand are responsive to changes in
production costs and budget constraints (Stewart and Coleman 2005). This
reconceptualization of the concept of race and racial identity brings economics in
line with the manner in which these constructs are treated in other social sciences. As
a consequence, the stage may be set for a synthesis of perspectives from various
social science disciplines in examining the economic trajectory of black Americans
that has the potential, in the words of Wilson, to achieve “the full integration of
black scholarship and black scholars into American intellectual life [by fully
realizing] the… legacy of the segregated scholars” (p. 253).
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